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I. Introduction

The unfolding mega-trends in world affairs have been shattering the

post-war economic, political and security arrangements within the overall
context of the United Nations system and the Helsinki Plan. The approach of

Europe 1992, other emerging regional economic blocs, the crisis of the Bretton

Woods international economic and financial system, the profound changes in
Eastern Europe, East-West detente with the demise of the ideological cold-war

and the new security arrangement for Europe with the re-organisation of NATO,
Warsaw Pact and the relationships between them have been phenomenal in the

1980s. And currently, the Gulf crisis has led to suggestions of a new
security arrangement for the Middle East. When the increasing marginalisation

of Africa, the persistence of the African socio-economic crisis and the
prospects of the total liberation of Southern Africa are added to these, the

enormous geopolitical dimensions of global transition become manifestly
compelling.

The profound consequences of these global transformations for Africa, both
positive and negative, and especially in the future, compel an urgent regional
initiative to deal with these crucial issues. The dominant objective of this
African response must be the systematic analysis of the inherent logic,
dialectical trends and implications of these changes for Africa, both now and
in the future. This transcends reaction to just Europe 1992 and warrants the

fundamental elaboration of an African Security Plan, similar to the Helsinki
Plan for Europe a few years back. This Plan must embrace the requirements for
a concerted and collective African initiative that must embrace such-critical

questions as regional peace and security, stability through full

democratisation, the urgent launching of Africa's irreversible recovery and
transformation in the 1990s and beyond, the requirements for closer African
integration and the implications of all these for international action,
especially South-South co-operation.

Africa cannot afford to continue to be taken by surprise in world affairs,
or to be persistently reacting to major international events. It must

henceforth elaborate a holistic and medium-to-long-term strategy for
anticipating major international events, mobilising the regional capacity for

dealing with them, and thus linking and reconciling the demands for current
crisis management with the imperatives for future survival, transformation and

global relevance. These demand mapping out a systematic and consistent
programme of policy analysis and policy action_ for both the present and the

future on. the "basis of the benefit of Africa's painful hindsight from-the_past.

- Hence the purpose of this meeting -_should be to_ ktentify__a_nd~lfefine "the^
:major dimensions of" the regional and global challenges" facing-the African"
region, now and in the future. The meeting should then commission detailed
studies of the relevant questions with proposals for their integration into a
Regional Security Plan to guide future policy action on the various issues
involved. The larger follow-up Regional Conference to this meeting should
then deliberate on the proposed studies and produce Africa's Security Plan.
The outlines of the basic questions involved can be indicated briefly as
follows.



II, Peace and Security in Africa

The primacy of peace and security, both at national and regional levels,

to everything else in Africa cannot be over-emphasized. Without durable peace

and the security of life, property and national borders, it is not possible

for citizens, economic actors and governments alike to plan, implement and

undertake all the necessary activities that are required so urgently to arrest

the protracted decline and stagnation in the region. Persistent internal

conflicts and strife as well as foreign aggression have imposed colossal

losses of life, property and other resources that are in such acute supply and

urgent demand for dealing with the diverse problems of mass poverty and

nation-building. This is how Africa that is the poorest region in the world

has been forced to divert alarming proportions of its dwindling resources to

costly internal conflicts, border wars and the fighting of persistent external

interventions. These disruptions and resource waste have become so enormous

and continuous that they not only throttle the development process and

aggravate the regional crisis, but they directly threaten the very survival of

^ increasing numbers of African countries.

W
2.1. Internal Conflicts and Peace

Paradoxically, the greatest threat to the peace that Africa needs so much

and the main sources of its almost continous denial are internal conflicts and

strife in the African countries themselves. Though external factors, and even

forces, play important roles in these internal conflicts, most of the internal

wars and threats to national peace have been perpetrated by Africans

themselves, especially by African elites, with or without external instigation

or support.

The common examples of these internal conflicts are civil wars, national

liberation wars and border conflicts. They emerged in the post-colonial era

and have been provoked in most cases by ethnicism and national irredentism

that derive from social injustice, abusive inequalities, political repression

and intolerance. What may be termed a "revolution of rising frustrations"

from the increasing gap between rich and poor, ostentatious display of wealth

by the new rich, their insensitivity to the desperate plight of the majority

»*, of poor people and pervasive political repression are major sources of

systemic instability in African countries. The arbitrariness of colonial

boundaries that separate nationalities or ethnic groups across contiguous

_borders, the expansionist ambition of some national leaders and external

interventionism have also been major factors in border clashes and domestic

strife in many countries.

"Though the_OAU_hs& played-an important role .in the settlement _of y

these domestic conflicts;- the absence of an effective _security organ for-the

region as a -whole^has been a major constraint on the restoration of-"peace

"during ^these "conflicts. "Indeed, this regional security vacuum is often so

embarrassing that many African countries have had to appeal directly to

erstwhile colonial regimes and other foreign agencies for assistance in

dealing with these internal conflicts. This may have been due to the

pre-occupation of the OAU with the liberation of Southern Africa in the past,

but an African remedy should be designed for the future. This is especially
feasible with the iminent completion of the regional liberation initiative.

In addition to the revamping of domestic structures to promote national



reconciliation in the African countries, the strengthening and expansion of

regional arrangements for the resolution of domestic conflicts is critical.

2.2. Foreign Intervention and Regional Security

An even more abusive example of the frequent breach of security in the

African region is the endless spate of foreign interventions in the region.
From the pre-colonial era right to the present, this region seems to have been
the haven for all manners of foreign adventurers, mercenaries and imperialist

regimes. As if African decolonisation was mistaken or unacceptable,
imperialist forces of various types have maintained a barrage of overt and

covert, military and other forms of neocolonialism through aggressive

intervention all over the continent.

Five common examples of these foreign interventions deserve close

attention here. These are first, direct military intervention by both Western

and Arab countries, such as the military episodes in the Congo, Guinea-Conakry

under Sekou Toure, Zaire, Comoros, etc. by Western forces, and in Ethiopia,

Chad, Sudan, Mauritania, Mali, Niger, etc. by Arab countries. Then there is

the imposition or maintenance of dictatorships in many African countries Dy
foreign military aid and other external support as in Uganda under Idi Amin,
Bokassa's Central African Republic, etc. The stranglehold of transnational

corporations (TNC's) over technology, minerals and other resources that has

caused massive de-capitalisation all over Africa is a third example of these

foreign interventions. Then there are the external debt crisis and the

associated orthodox Structural Adjustment Programmes (SAPs) which are the
latest strategy of. external financial intervention in Africa. The on-going

-SAPs in particular constitute the most pervasive form of external intervention

in post-colonial Africa so far.

Some internal and external factors have facilitated these pervasive

foreign interventions in African countries. Among the important interna1

factors are the prostrate weakness of most African countries in a military,

economic and political sense; the smallness of most of these countries which
constrains their security effectiveness; the syndrome of underdevelopment and

external dependence of African countries that makes them extremely vulnerable

to external manipulation; the absence of a credible regional security

apparatus and co-operation; and internal collaboration by powerful domestic

social forces (the so-called fifth columnists) with foreign interventionists.
The external factors that exploit these internal weaknesses are the growing

inequality between the developed and developing countries; the unequal

international division of labour between the advanced countries and the Third

World that :gIy_es__~Ehe former-extensive monopoly powers, over global finance,

-technology-and other- resources-; and the imperialist motives for foreign -raw

materials^.mairkets^aod territories _in. the developed countries. All these have

" critical implicationsTTfor domestic transformation and regional co-oj3eration in

economic and security matters among African countries.

2.3. New Political Role for the OAU

These problems of peace and security in Africa collectively define a new

and critical role for the political OAU with the iminent completion of the

liberation of Southern Africa. Tnis nev/ challenge transcends the mandate of

the OAU committee for the resolution of conflicts in three respects. One is
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the need for the activation and revamping of that committee so that it can

really intervene to settle internal conflicts and strife in member-states
including the resolution of border clashes. '

The other is the elaboration of a pan-African security arrangement that
can intervene to ward off foreign aggression against member-states. Even if
this cannot be called an African High Command as suggested by
President Nkrumah, it should at least be designed to perform the function of
assisting with the defence of the sovereignty and territorial integrity of
member-states at short notice. Though a regional arrangement is required,
geopolitical and logistics considerations should also point to the need to"
decentralise the organ on a subregional basis.

In the third place, this new political role for the OAU requires command
over some means of effective deterence. With the completion of the assignment
of the OAU Liberation Committee, the military force and other resources of
that Committee could be transferred to the proposed pan-African security
organ. This should then have access to some rapid deployment resources that

-* can be sent to any beleaguered country within a day's notice If its
W strategic utility is appreciated fully, it should not be difficult to mobilise

the political will and resources to establish and operate it in the context of
the new dispensation for Africa that is being canvassed.

111• Stability, Democratisation and Development

Instability, both political and socio-economic has also become a chronic
feature of Africa's problematic political economy. This is reflected
graphically in the spate of military coups and counteri-eoups, leadership
crises, civil disorders and the rising wave of unstructured violence that have
been so pervasive in the region since .the 1960s. It is equally clear that
this persistent instability constitutes a disabling environment for the
systematic pursuit of regional security and transformation, and for the basic
continuity of policies and programmes needed to achieve other pertinent goals.

This pervasive and chronic instability is one of the major political and
social failures in Africa which is particularly insidious, because it is
basically a crisis of legitimacy on a massive scale. This is reflected in

~ contested sovereignty through questions like "sovereignty for whom" and "whose
state'; frequently disputed leadership succession with popular loss of
confidence in national leadership; a tenuous sense of national identity and
the fragile base of political power. These derive essentially from the
problematic of the post-colonial state in Africa that is yet to become a
popular democratic state because it is still a creation of small cliques in -
power with inherited colonial authoritarianism. - -

*-w JhB* CrlSiS Ot~ le9itifnacy in thi-s_unstabie pest-colonial state manifests
three fundamental tensions. Theseujare between -the state and civil soci-ty
^fin? ™£ionalism ^ neocolonialism, and between democracy ~and
accountability on one hand, and bureaucratic authoritarianism, on the othpr
Relative to the_Western prototype state, the post-colonial state in Africa is
too inclusive with only a little political space for civil society, consisting
of voluntary citizen-groups and organisations like labour, student, women and
peasant associations, professional bodies, religious gm^s et- i arn^y
j-jcause or the underaevelopment of tne Tnird World, these components of "civil
society are still very few and weak in Africa with the result that they arp

•m*
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still fragile sources of social cohesion and political stability. As a

coalition of national and foreign interests, the African state is extremely

vulnerable to foreign manipulation and very ambivalent so that it is easily

destabilised by upheavals and related phenomena.

All these reflect on the pervasive lack of democrary and accountability in

Africa. As the state has not developed fully into a popular institution with

a mass political culture built around popular participation, it is deficient

in political and financial accountability. This provides fertile ground for

the corrosive politics of patronage and kleptocracy. And these are precisely

the mundane ingredients for contested leadership, coups and counter-coups as

well as other forms of political instability. Even the instability caused by

economic crises such as the common collapse of commodity experts can be traced

partly to these factors. This lack of democracy and accountability has also

been constraining development in several ways, e.g., through poor domestic

resource mobilisation, gross economic mismanagement, alarming corruption and

institutional weaknesses.

—„ Hence the primacy of full democratisation in the security calculus of the

W African region. This goes beyond multi-party politics and includes the

fundamental opening up of African countries to popular participation and the

democratisation of political and econmic power at all levels. Its empowerment

of the people is the surest way of establishing stable popular democracies in

Africa - and this must be central to any credible security system in Africa.

Equally crucial is the necessity for periodic leadership succession and the

alternation of top executive leadership in order to provide a genuine sense of

national belonging and power sharing. Without this, the longevity of

political leadership touches on what may be termed the ceiling of

incompetence, that breeds popular, resentment, apathy and tendencies towards
systemic subversion.

IV. Launching of Africa's Recovery and Structural Transformation

Africa's response to the on-going global transition must also involve its

accelerated recovery and structural transformation. Besides the urgency of

the need to eliminate mass poverty and accelerate human-centred development,

this transformation is essential to Africa's security on several grounds. It

**• offers the best hope for achieving regional food self-sufficiency and thus

*•" eliminating the dangerous problem of food insecurity in Africa. Sustainable

development is also the indispensable material basis for any security
arrangement that 'must be funded and implemented with resources that can only

be assured from sustained economic expansion. The termination of the

paralytic weakness of African states, which is the major source of tnier
abusive foreign jnanipulation and" domination, £s also possible only through the -

-. - irreversible Recovery and" structura4=-±Farisformation -of African economies^
This is egually-:_centrai to the termination]".of financial imperialism thatL has-
-Gecome the most comprehensive form of foreign intervention In Africa-since- the
1980s. ~ "" " ~ "

All these hinge critically on the energetic implementation of the African

Alternative to on-going orthodox SAPs. The most painful lesson of the last

decade of the 1980s and the failure of SAPs to achieve a turn around for the

African economy must be the necessity for the Africans themselves to regain

trie initiative and have basic self-confluence in the management of their

economies. Just as Americans developed America, Europeans developed Europe
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and the Japanese transformed Japan, it is only Africans themselves that can

develop Africa. Africa's foreign development partners can only give a helping

hand - they cannot replace the African initiative and they should not be

allowed to supplant it. Even the "new generation SAPs" promised by the World

Bank in its Long-Term Perspective Study (LTPS) should not be allowed to

supplant this African initiative.

This means that Africans themselves must urgently take the necessary steps

for the opsrationalisation of the African Alternative Framework to Structural

Adjustment Programmes for Socio-Economic Transformation (AAF-SAP). The ECA

has completed the detailed study of the major policy instruments required for

this purpose. These major policy instruments are multiple- exchange rates,

differential interest rates with selective credit control and price support

policies for regional food self-sufficiency.

Each country should now undertake an indepth study of the policy

instruments in its on-going orthodox SAPs in order to find out the best

practical means of replacing or modifying them with the AAF-SAP policy

instruments. As these measures constitute a menu, each country should select

and design those that are best suited to its special circumstances. This

should be followed with the design of alternative national recovery and

transformation programmes to replace the on-going orthodox SAPs. This design

should be done in consultation with Bretton Woods institutions and the ECA

with full integration of regional and subregional interests in order to ensure

that all pertinent interests are fully consulted or incorporated.

The African countries should then take national and collective action to

mobilize the resources necessary for the. implementation of their alternative

national adjustment with transformation programmes. The basic commitment

should be the -internalisation of Africa's-engine of development through basic

national and collective self-reliance. This demands the subregional and

regional harmonisation of policies along the lines of the new Draft Charter of

the African Economic Community. As national resources may be inadequate for

the implementation of the African Alternative in individual countries, the

need for collective African initiative in relation to the multilateral

financial institutions and the international community becomes imperative.
This is particularly with respect to the resolution of the external debt

crisis that has become a central constraint on regional development, better
opportunities for commodity exports as well as technical and financial support

for this African initiative in structural transformation.

V. The Imperative of African Co-operation

_ _"The challenges _for closer a~nd effective .regional co-opeFation, underscored
by the foregoing-discussions hinge-dh^five ma~jor issues. These areT - ~~~_

Europe-1992 and ether regional economic blocs; -'■' -

(b) Establishment of the African Economic Community;
(c) Regional security and peace;

(d) Requirements for a collective approach to structural transformation;
(e) Uruguay Round of GATT negotiations.

c; ■)

For understandable reasons, the prospect of the Single European Market in

1992 dominates discussions of Africa's future in the emerqinn nloba!



rs-alignment. But this must be placed in the larger context of the major

concerns of the proposed African Security Plan of which it is only a major

component. In this regard, the main issues that warrant a collective African

response to Europe 1992 are fivefold, namely, commodity trade, both

traditional and non-traditional, and Fraser's Report on Africa's Commodity

Problems - Towards a Common Solution; foreign investment flows; aid under

Lome IV; currency arrangements especially for African members of the franc

currency union; and the Uruguay Round of GATT negotiations. It is important,

however, to regard these as areas of major problems as well as opportunities
so that the analysis should focus on possible net losses or net benefits.

As more than 50% of the external trade of most African countries is with

the European Community (EC) under preferential arrangement, the trade

implications of Europe 1992 for Africa are enormous. And from the trade

agreement in the current Lome IV, it is clear that Africa will sustain net

trade losses under the Single European Market. These will arise from: (a) the

reduction or total elimination of the preferences granted to Africa's

commodity exports to the EC (other ACP countries will incur similar losses);

(b) the substitution of other commodity exports for some of Africa's, e.g.
substitution of Latin American and Asian bananas and other agricultural

imports for African products; (c) reduction in the volume of Africa's exports

to the EC, at least in the initial years; (d) fall in the prices of Africa's

exports to the Community due to the removal of preferential treatment and

competition from other regions, which may even worsen Africa's terms of trade
with the EC, especially in the early years; (e) stiffer competition for

Africa's exports to the Community from other regions; and (f) possible higher
costs of imports bearing harmonized EC tariffs.

Compensatory aid under Lome IV and. the Special Programme for Africa (SPA),
the retrogressive recommendations of the Fraser Report and assistance from the

recently created International Commodity Fund are not likely to offset these
losses fully, particularly in the early years after 1992. The tying of

financial assistance under Lome IV and the International Commodity Fund to
orthodox SAPs will also diminish the cushooning effect of these schemes. But

on the positive trade side, Europe 1992 offers some opportunities. Thus it
should force African countries to diversify their exports more rapidly; engage

in increased export processing, seek alternative export markets expand
intra-African trade; and raise the quality of their exports. The most

promising of these opportunities, of course, are the promotion of
intra-regional trade and export diversification.

The possibility of diminished-foreign investment and aid flows from the EC
to Africa and the future of the XFA c-ountr-ies. are_ also likely to impose

-significant "losses, on Africa fFem 1992.- European -foreign investment^in future
^Z ^ likely--to remain more-within ^their Community or-flor to Eastern Europe.
—Already the OECD has^ established a^ $l*rbHKoa Bank for the-Reconstruction and
Development of Eastern Europe,-" and aid f%ows ^r& being diverted"- there
increasingly. If Europe 1992 should involve the dissolution of the franc
currency union, the francophone members in the CFA countries may suffer
additional losses from large exchange rate depreciation and even devaluation.
But these possible financial losses should force African countries to become
more effectively self-reliant, both nationally and collectively, increase
their domestic resource mobilisation and eff-'c1'^4" i'4"1'1 ' <??.*-i^ r.c .-,-'■■ ■-..-

proifijtirt^ sjOLeaiortdl ana regional monetary integration.



If the subsidy disagreement between the USA and EC should be resolved and

the Uruguay Round of GATT negotiations, which are to be concluded by December

1990, should be finalized, Africa may suffer additional net losses, even

before 1992. This is particularly so with respect to the proposal of free

trade in foreign investment (TRIMS), intellectual property right or technology

(TRIPS)!/ and services (e.g. banking, insurance, travel, etc.). It has thus
been estimated that the implementation of the Uruguay Round will impose annual

net losses of 2 to 3 billion dollars on African countries^. These are in
addition to the recolonisation of the Third World implied by the universal

free-trade proposals of the Uruguay Round, through the proposed elimination of

the "development principle" in GATT and the conversion of GATT into an

omipotent International Trade Organization (ITO). The environmental risks of

deforestation and removal of national regulations on hormones and pesticides

in foreign trade then come on top of all these adverse effects!/.

The emergence of other regional economic blocs in North America and the

Pacific Rim is also likely to diminish Africa's access to export commodity

markets by raising the average level of protectionism in the advanced

countries, stiffen export competitiveness, cause further substitution for

Africa's commodity exports and impose losses in terms of trade, higher cost of

imports and reduced export earnings from those markets. But overall, these

adverse developments from the emerging regional economic blocs should offer

real opportunities to Africa in the following areas: (a) compulsive increase

in intra-African trade; (b) promotion of South-South trade and general

co-operation; (c) accelerated export diversification through forced shift

from traditional to non-traditional exports with increased processing of

traditional mineral and agricultural commodity exports; (d) higher export

quality and increased international competitiveness of African economies;

(e) enforced reduction . of excessive external dependence through diminished

foreign exchange earnings and rising, import cost; (f) increased national and

collective self-reliance with growing internationalisation of the engine of

African development.

5.2. Establishment of African Economic Community

These opportunities from Europe 1992 and the other emergent regional

economic blocs are best realized through the early establishment of the

African Economic Community and the strengthening of its subregional economic

groupings. This should involve advancing the dates for the ratification of

the Charter of the African Community and its actual implementation as from

1992. The realisation of this objective requires the urgent1 termination of

the costly illusion of the possibility of independent national development in

1/ TRIMS is "trade-related investment measures" and TRIPS is "trade-

related intellectual property rights"

2/ O.Knudsen et al (1990) Agricultural Trade Liberalisation

Implications for Developing Countries (Washington)

Third 'World (Penang; Third World Network)



Africa. This is possible for only about two countries because of the minuscle

size of most African countries, which can hardly support most basic

industries. Once the futility of isolated national development is firmly

grasped, the stage is set for accelerated African integration.

The required political will for the establishment of the African Economic

Community should then derive from a combination of enlightened national

interest from African leaders as well as popular support and demand from the
African public with the intellectuals playing a catalystic role as J. Monet
and J. Delors did for the EC in its formative years. This robust political

will should be reflected in the early acceptance and implementation of an
effective funding formula for the Community. The payment of a small

percentage (say about 2%) on top of national import duties and sales tax to
the Community for its administrative and development prorgrammes as in the EC
will be a major advance here. It will eliminate the difficulty of attempting
to fund the Community from member-state contributions that are likely to be
spotty and inadequate.

With reliable funding, the African Economic Community can then concentrate
on the integration of Africa's fragmented output and input markets, on
monetary cooperation and production integration at subregional and regional

levels. The sequencing of the three forms of integration can be scheduled
simultaneously or according to the pecularities of different subregions. But
the point should be emphasized that mere market integration alone will be
grossly inadequate, given the low productive capacity in African countries.

5.3. Collective Regional Security and Peace

The promotion of collective security and peace in Africa should be the
primary responsibility of the political OAU. As- mentioned earlier,- this
requires a realistic appraisal of the region's major security risks in
relation to the experiments in regional security in other parts of the world.
This should be seen as a concomitant of regional economic co-operation. In
this regard, the evolution of a new security arrangement for Europe on a
35-nation basis that is to succeed increasing East-West detente and the
modification of NATO and the Warsaw Pact should be an object lesson to
Africa. Correspondingly, the re-vamping of the OAU is essential for this
heightened collective security role for the organisation.

5.A. Cooperative Regional Transformation

Besides the harmonisation of adjustment with transformation policies
mentioned .earlier, it is also essential to pursue Africa's structural
transformation on the basis of a regional strategy of-eoliective self-reliance
as _ adopted- In the Lagos Plan of Action and theVTinai Act" of^Lagos: This
demands -the concerted action isf "African--countries-- to^Tesolve its-major
economic problems. This is with regard to (a)-regional- foocf shortage, (b)
commodity trade problems, (c) external debt overhang, and (d) environmental
degradation. The solution to each of these problems requires the effective
co-operation of African countries at subregional and regional levels. Thus
the achievement of regional food self-sufficiency requires the promotion of
trade between food surplus and food deficit countries along with the
ngrmonisation of food n-^c1'^*" ^"n o:ii'--,-r e--.,,■,■■>-- ^ ,i-i .,^--, . .,._.,•_

requires ur tna aiciculation and implementation of a more relevant solution

to Africa■s commodity trade problems than the unacceptable generalised
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promotion of traditional exports proposed by the Fraser Report. The

organisation of Africa's external creditors into cartels also demands

concerted political action from African countries in order to resolve the

region's foreign debt crisis along the lines of Africa's Common Position on

External Debt. This intensified regional co-operation is equally imperative

for dealing with the enormous environmental problem of desertification and

drought which are far beyond the resources of individual countries.

It is also essential that collective self-reliance in these matters should

be associated with collective regional efforts in the urgent implementation of

the African Alternative to on-going orthodox SAPs. Just as African countries

acted collectively to adopt this Alternative, they have to apply collective

pressure on the multilateral financial institutions and the international

community in order to extract the technical and financial support necessary

for its implementation. But charity must begin from home, and Africans

themselves must accept the challenge of taking the lead with their own

initiative in launching the region's structural transformation. The external

support should be seen and mobilized to supplement and aid this basic internal

collective effort, and not as a substitute for it.

VI. International Action in Support of Africa's Security Plan

The international context of the foregoing discusssion of Africa's

response to the on-going global transition is that this should culminate in

Africa's equivalent of the Helsinki Plan, a Regional Security Plan for

Africa. It is long over-due and it should be taken as Africa's collective

initiative on the emerging mega-trends in world affairs. This Plan should,

therefore, coordinate the existing regional initiatives and programmes such as

the political OAU, the proposed African -Economic Community, Lagos- Plan - of

Action, APPER, Africa's Common Position on External Debtand AAF^SAP. _ This

Security- Plan thus has definite implications for various organs of the

international system, especially (1) South-South Co-operation, (2) the UN

system, (3) the EC, (A) the Bretton Woods international economic and

financial system and (5) non-governmental organizations (NGO's) in broad

North-South interdependence and solidarity.

The increasing marginalisation of . Africa in world affairs - economic,

financial, technological and political must imply increased challenge not only _

for regional self-reliance, but for closer co-operation with other regions of

the South in a spirit of mutual comiseration and solidarity. This demands

greater support by African countries for the activities of the Non-Aligned

Movement whose next Summit is significantly billed for Ghana, . the South

Commission and Technical Co-operation among Developing Countries (IGDC). The

urgent implementation of the recent Report of the SouttTCommlssion Is central

to- all these, Public opinion should^be- mobilized- among 3i?f©rent -social

groups in. African-countries for this purpose and th^Lpoliticai^-will^hquld bel

-generated among the African leadership " to advance, effective South-South

co-operation in trade, technology, agriculutre, industry, joint ventures and

investment.

The possible roles of the UN system, the EC and the Bretton Woods

institutions in advancing Africa's security should also be analysed more
comprehensively. Thus j:jst as the UN slaved ? usef<..<]. r^le in the Helslr,!--'

;-j.an, i', c^f, or re;: ~_giu; lea1-., b^pporu 10 l/k; elabjid-icn ana iiTipleiri^niaCi-^i

of Africa's Security Plan. Similarly, the advantages and possible constraints



of the EC and the Bretton Woods system (especially the Bretton Woods

institutions) on the proposed Plan should be studied carefully, especially in

relation to Africa's transformation and regional co-operation. For example,
many of the orthodox SAP policies of the IMF and World Bank that treat African

countries individually undermine regional co-operation, while the Lome

Convention with the EC will need to be reviewed and reconciled with the

requirements of the Charter of the African Economic Community. In the context

of North-South interrelationships, the roles of NGOs in promoting solidarity,

regional co-operation and democratisation for stability should be
incorporated. These NGOs have operated as powerful lobbies in the promotion

of European integration and can do the same for African and "South-South

Co-operation. The fact that this meeting is being hosted by an NGO testifies
to these possibilities.

Conclusion

The combination of increasing marginalisation of Africa and emerging

fundamental realignment in world affairs poses a special challenge to the
creativity of African diplomacy and social thought. In particular, Africa

should no longer content itself with reacting to global changes - it must

anticipate, and even provoke desirable ones. Hence the prospects of the

Single European Market by 1992 should be taken in conjunction with other major

world developments such as East-West detente, growing economic regionalism,

etc. and Africa should articulate a holistic framework for dealing with them
and anticipating related future developments.

This is why this Issues Paper proposes the elaboration of a generalized
African Security P^an similar _to the Helsinki Plan for..Europe. This should

embrace ttie -critical questions of regional security, effective integration and
the accelerated structural- transformation- of the continent. This- meeting

should identify the major issues involved, commission their detailed study and
plan to submit these to a future conference that should design the region's

Security Plan. A Steering Committee could be appointed to coordinate these
activities in order to ensure the success of the proposed Plan.


